ttmh

HIRE AGREEMENT

Tai Tapu Mower and Hire Centre (2010)
Main Road, P.O.Box 105, Tai Tapu
Phone (03)329 6800 G.S.T No 58-651-478

Date From:

Name
Address
Phone

To:

I.D

For any & all (unspecified) hire by
contractors for the period stated above.

, their staff or

CHARGES.

HIRERS RESPONSIBILITIES

* Hire periods, with maximum usage time.
* Half day means 4 hours.
* One day means maximum usage 8 hours.
* Equipment hired overnight which has an hour clock
fitted, will be charged according to hours used.
* The owner may charge extra on an hourly basis for
any equipment in excess of the maximum usage time.
* Any hire period runs from the time it leaves the owners premises until it is returned.
The hirer will pay as invoiced for the basic hire,
materials used, delivery/removal costs, excess use
charges, default interest for late payment, and GST.
* A charge will be made for re-sharpening of drills,
chainsaws blades etc, and for cleaning of equipment
returned dirty.

The hirer shall:
* Take proper care of equipment & return it in good order
and condition.
* Carry out all minor repairs & necessary servicing, supplying all necessary oils, grease & fuels at the hirers expense.
* Satisfy themselves that the equipment is suitable for its
intended use.
* Use the equipment in a lawful manner.
* Immediately notify the owner if the equipment breaks
down.
* Equipment damaged while on hire will be repaired and
the cost charged to the hirer.
* Be responsible for any loss or damage caused by overloading of electrical tools and motors, incorrect electric current, lack of lubrication, blow outs and cut tyres, disappearance or theft of equipment, fire, damage in transit, negligence and misuse. Equipment lost or stolen will be charged
at replacement cost.
* Not have any claim against the owner for loss or damage
arising from the hirer’s use of equipment.
* Indemnifies the owner against any claim made by any
person against the owner for damage or loss arising out of
the hirer’s use of equipment.
* The hirer warrants that the hirer is competent and qualified to use the equipment in the way it was designed to be
used.
* The hirer shall not take transporters past Cooptown or
over large hills i.e to Akaroa or through Gebbies pass and
shall not use the tractor or ride on lawnmower on inclines
with a gradient of more than 5 degrees.
* Severability - If any part of this hire agreement is held to
be invalid, illegal, or otherwise unenforceable, such provision will be severed and the remainder of this hire agreement will remain in full force and effect.

OWNERS RIGHT TO CANCEL

The owner may cancel the hire at any time and will not
be responsible to the hirer or any other person for any
claim of loss arising from cancellation or repossession.

TRAVEL
All hire equipment is not to be taken out of a 30 km
radius of the owners premises without the owners
permission.

I HAVE READ AND AGREE TO
THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS
SET ABOVE.
SIGNED

FOR TAI TAPU MOWER AND
HIRE CENTRE (2010)
SIGNED

